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SAVILLS BRISTOL 

Embassy House, Queens Avenue 

Bristol, BS8 1SB 

The unit is arranged over ground floor only and provides the following approximate areas: 
 

Ground Floor 168 sq m 1,805 sq ft 

     

Rent £38,500 pax 

Location 

SHOP / RESTAURANT TO LET 

AWAITING IMAGE 

Park Street provides a vibrant mix of local, regional, and national retailers, bars and cafes.  The street benefits from strong  

commuter and student footfall. 
 

Comprising the ground floor level of a newly-completed student residential development, the premises are well-located on the 
principal eastern side of the street. 
 

Nearby and adjacent occupiers include Wok To Walk, Nando’s, Cass Art and The Futon Company.  Café/bar occupier Gin & 

Juice are opening opposite.  
 

We understand that the premises benefit from Class A4 planning consent and have been recently refurbished to a shell  

specification.  

Image: Google Streetview  



IMPORTANT NOTICE 

Maps are reproduced from the Ordnance Survey Map with the permission of 

the Controller of H.M. Stationery Office. © Crown copyright licence number 

100022432 Savills (UK) Ltd, published for the purposes of identification only 

and although believed to be correct accuracy is not guaranteed. 

Savills, their clients and any joint agents give notice that: 1. They are not 

authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the 

property either here or elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of 

their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that 

may be made in these particulars. These particulars do not form part of  

 

any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or 

representations of fact. 2. Any areas, measurements or distances are 

approximate. The text, photographs and plans are for guidance only and are 

not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property 

has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and Savills 

have not tested any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy 

themselves by inspection or otherwise.  

 

CONTACT 

Robert Palmer   

ropalmer@savills.com    

0117 910 2210   

 

Rates 
Rateable Value     £TBA 

UBR 2018/2019                      49.3 p/£ 

Rates Payable     £TBA 
 

Following completion of refurbishment works, the premises will be reassessed for 

Ratings purposes; interested parties are advised to make their own enquiries of 

the local rating authority to confirm their likely liability. 

Tenure 
Available by way of a new effectively full repairing and insuring 

lease on terms to be agreed. 

Legal Costs 

Each party to be responsible for their own legal and 

professional costs incurred in this transaction. 

EPC 

Available upon request. 

 

 

Viewing & Further Information:  

Strictly by prior arrangement only with: 


